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Blue Metropolis Foundation is a not-for-profit organization 
founded in 1997 that brings together people from different 
cultures to share the pleasures of reading and writing, and 
encourages creativity and intercultural understanding. 
The Foundation produces an annual International 
Literary Festival and offers a wide range of educational 
and social programs year-round, both in classrooms 
and online. These programs use reading and writing as 
therapeutic tools, encourage academic perseverance,  
and fight against poverty and isolation.

Fondatrice - Linda Leith - Founder

MISSION
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This quote, from the Indian poet Kamala Das, has inspired 
me from the moment I joined the Blue Met team. I should 
say “the Blue Met family,” because it really is an enormous 
family of passionate booklovers. People just like you. Today, 
we’re unveiling the 2021 Festival’s spring program, the 
literary rendezvous you’ve come to expect with the return  
of warm weather.

Because of the pandemic, and because our programming 
is mainly international in scope, we’ve decided to present 
our events online. It would have given us tremendous joy to 
see you all in person at Hôtel 10, but attendance would have 
been drastically reduced due to current health measures.

Despite it all, we managed to stage 60 events from April 24  
to May 2, and we initiated 6 literary walking tours on May 20, 
to coincide with the return of warm weather.

This year, we held 230 activities, with the help of  
430 guest participants, including 365 Canadians and  
170 from backgrounds of diversity.

We launched two major social and educational programs.

Thanks to the magic of literature and the power of words, 
nearly 220 000 festivalgoers of all ages were able to find 
some peace and inspiration in a world that seemed to be 
coming undone.

I’d like to thank my colleagues, the members of the Board of 
Directors and our numerous partners, for their commitment 
and persistence. We appreciate your continued support and 
confidence.

William St-Hilaire
President-General Manager, 

and Artistic Director

ASK THE BOOKS I’VE READ  
WHY I HAVE CHANGED.   
-  KAMALA DAS

Thanks to the magic of literature 
and the power of words, nearly 
220 000 festivalgoers of all ages 

were able to find some peace and 
inspiration in a world that seemed 

to be coming undone.
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THE CHALLENGES OF OUR TIMES?
OVER 100 INVITEES TO ANSWER THE CALL

Challenges as numerous as the stars, and practically 
impossible to count. So say the realists. Every one of them, 
an opportunity to change the world. So say the idealists. It’s 
true: the issues of our times, the challenges we face, seem 
numberless. The 2021 edition of the Festival balanced realism 
and idealism, mixing together joy, curiosity, desire. Here 
are just a few of the questions tackled during this edition. 
Following decolonization, can there be peace between the 
collective memories of Africa and the West? Must democracy 
succumb to extremist ideas? What does it mean to write in 
Lebanon, as seen from within its borders and from abroad? 
What do Indigenous voices have to say about climate 
change? Can there be a narrative about Israel and Palestine 
that doesn’t break down into good guys and bad guys? The 
pandemic has upended society. But what’s coming? What 
world is in the offing? How will we live? How should we live?
Expect no easy answers from literature and writers. Only 
more questions, to take us further. And that’s as is should be.
 

Marie-Andrée Lamontagne 
Director General, Programming 

and Communications

But what’s coming? What world is 
in the offing? How will we live?  

How should we live?
Expect no easy answers from 

literature and writers. Only more 
questions, to take us further.  

And that’s as is should be.
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220 146 people took part in the Festival, either in person 
or online1

430 participating authors, artists and other guests,
including 170 from backgrounds of diversity

230 activities, including 65 podcasts

57 articles, including 29 that highlighted at least one person 
from a background of diversity 

136 Canadian publishers mentioned or showcased, 
including 61 who attended the Festival

3 social media campaigns conducted jointly  
with prominent independent bookstores to bolster book 
sales (#monlivremetbleu with Gallimard, #mybluemetbook 
with Paragraphe Book store, #Mon livre, mon terroir with 
libraires.ca)

36 suggested reading lists requested from specialists 
(lists already published or to come) featuring 300 Canadian 
titles that can be purchased onsite from leslibraires.ca

5 new educational and social programs  
created this year

OUR IMPACT DESPITE THE HEALTH CRISIS

1 Number of active users: viewers on Facebook Live, YouTube, or of archived videos on the 
Blue Metropolis website; podcast listeners; people reading original material or visiting 
thematic webpages on the Blue Metropolis site, as well as in-person attendance, when 
possible.

MEDIA EXPENDITURES AND REACH

In Le Devoir, The Gazette and social media. Advertising 
purchased or donated: $216,117 in paid spots + $150,000 in 
free media spots, for a total of $366,117.

25,700 redirections to our web content generated solely 
through digital advertising

More than 8.2 million people were exposed to our 
advertising (maximum reach as estimated by media outlets 
based on number of printings and web posts)

3,200 posters, printed or digital, deployed during the 
Festival.  Street marketing by Affichage Montréal.ca
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FESTIVAL HEADLINERS

CARL HONORÉ
(CANADA/UNITED 
KINGDOM) THREE NEW 
PACES OF SLOWNESS

DAVID GROSSMAN
(ISRAEL)
"TRENCHANT WITNESS"

SOULEYMANE BACHIR 
DIAGNE (SENEGAL)
AFRIQUE ET OCCIDENT : 
MÉMOIRES PACIFIÉES ?

MATTILDA BERNSTEIN 
SYCAMORE (UNITED STATES)
QUEER DREAMING

HODA BARAKAT / HANAN AL-SHAYKH (LEBANON)
WRITERS OF A WOUNDED LEBANON

MATHIEU LINDON
(FRANCE)
LES ÉCRIVAINS MEURENT-ILS ? 
VARIATIONS SUR HERVÉ GUIBERT

LOUISE PORTAL 
LES ROUTES LITTÉRAIRES 
DES ALCOOLS DU TERROIR

RICHARD VAN CAMP (CANADA)
BLUE METROPOLIS FIRST 
PEOPLES LITERARY PRIZE

JAVIER CERCAS (SPAIN)
PREMIO METROPOLIS 
AZUL 2021

THOMAS PIKETTY 
(FRANCE)
BLUE METROPOLIS 
SCIENCE AND 
LITERATURE PRIZE

ANDRÉ ROY
(QUÉBEC)
BLUE METROPOLIS 
VIOLET LITERARY PRIZE

GIOCONDA BELLI
(NICARAGUA)
PREMIO METROPOLIS 
AZUL 2020

NICHOLAS DAWSON
(CANADA)
BLUE METROPOLIS/CONSEIL 
DES ARTS DE MONTRÉAL 
LITERARY DIVERSITY PRIZE

NATHACHA APPANAH (FRANCE)
BLUE METROPOLIS WORDS TO 
CHANGE PRIZE

JACQUES GOLDSTYN 
LAURÉAT DU PRIX 
LITTÉRAIRE TD 2020

MARIE-ANDRÉE ARSENAULT 
FINALISTE AU PRIX 
LITTÉRAIRE TD 2020

CAETANO VELOSO
(BRAZIL) EM OUTRAS PALAVRAS: UMA 
CONVERSA COM CAETANO VELOSO
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HEADLINING EVENTS
Introducing a new series of special events, Eight Headlining 
Events, that bring together internationally-renowned authors 
to take on a wide variety of issues.

/ Three new paces of slowness with Carl Honoré
/ David Grossman « trenchant witness »
/ Les écrivains meurent-ils ? Variations sur Hervé Guibert  

avec Mathieu Lindon
/ Queer dreaming: Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore  

& Randa Jarrar
/ Scott, Scofield and Mihesuah on art and activism
/ Afrique et Occident : mémoires pacifiées ?
/ Writers of a Wounded Lebanon
/ Em outras palavras: Uma conversa com Caetano Veloso

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 23rd EDITION

PROFESSIONAL SPACE
With the COVID-19 pandemic likely to impact the possibilities 
for the in-person presence of international invitees for many 
months to come, the Blue Metropolis International Literary 
Festival has decided, for its 23rd edition, to revise the format 
of its “Professional Days.” For this year’s Festival, these Days 
will be a series of 4 professional online meetups, featuring 
the contributions of many invitees and book industry actors 
both local and international. 

In 2021, 4 inspiring themes will enable invitees to explore 
different milieus’ best practices, to hear success stories 
from across the world, and to therefore participate in the 
enhancement and transfer of each invitee’s knowledge. The 
section «30 Authors we would like to see abroad» will enable 
interested participants to continue their exchanges in order to 
establish various partnerships and bolster the dissemination 
of our authors’ work.

/ Littératures hispaniques : hispanic in the pandemic
/ Finding queer readers
/ Stratégies de mise en marché: social media: friend or foe
/ Autochtonie : comment faire connaître et promouvoir les 

auteurs autochtones d'Océanie?

And, we're introducing a new series: "Around the World in 
Publishing." First stop: Casablanca (Morocco), to meet with 
Layla Chaouni, director and founder of Éditions Le Fennec.

30 AUTHORS WE’D LIKE TO SEE  
THRIVING ABROAD… A SPOTLIGHT ON 
POTENTIAL CANADIAN AND QUEBEC 
LITERARY EXPORTS
OUR TOP LITERARY PICKS FROM SEA TO SEA

www.bluemetropolis.org/30auteurs/
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OTHER ENCOUNTERS,  
MORE ENJOYMENT
Variety, eclecticism, quality, will guide you through the Blue 
Metropolis Other Encounters section. Roam at will through 
book launches, literary conversations, web archives, literary 
shows, unbridled imaginings, Dublin and other wanderings.

/ The Violet Hour
/ Khalil Gibran, la terre, la mer
/ All people share the same rights
/ Listening for hope in the archive  

– a Spokenweb listening practice
/ Unarchiving 
/ Re-opening doors into Vancouver’s Strathcona 

neighbourhood: a conversation with Daphne Marlatt  
and Carole Itter

/ Where are you, puffling?
/ Emerging writers podcast
/ Neil Jordan and Nuala O’connor in conversation with 

musical interludes from Clare Sands and Susan O'Neill.
/ Latin american literature at the millennium
/ LLP Launch!
/ An artist's take on the evolution of justice?
/ Chronicling the days: dispatches from a pandemic  

book launch
/ The 2021 Hugh Maclennan lecture series
/ Bien cocido
/ A natural history of transition: book launch with author 

Callum Angus in conversation with Helen Chau Bradley
/ Unveiling of the 2021 indigenous voices awards finalists!
/ Virtual launch: The girl from dream city by Linda Leith, 

featuring Steven W. Beattie
/ A world of information plenty
/ One word to change the world?

CONVERGING PERSPECTIVES  
AND CONVERSATIONS
THE CHALLENGES OF OUR TIMES?

The question traverses all our literary discussions this spring.

A few intersections: “Converging whodunnits, Colombia–
Quebec,” a contrast of ideas at “Jerusalem of the Mind,” 
society and ecology, arts and the pandemic, “effects of the 
imaginary” and the detective novel, dreams of the future, and 
many more challenges…

/ So-called difficult writing
/ Femmes et sexualité : quand les verrous sautent
/  Le voyage au Congo
/  Quels fils voulons-nous éduquer demain ?
/ Buried in time: mourning, love, history, and poetry, with 

two poets from Quebec and Canada
/ Rest and recuperate: from Taiwan to Norway  

to Bancroft, Ont.
/ Theater after COVID: Montreal
/ The Gabriel Safdie event – Jerusalem of the mind: 

narratives of Israel and Palestine
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DREAMS & PEACE FORUM
Drawing, provisionally, on the lessons of the global crisis 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Blue Metropolis 
International Literary Festival is working, with the help of 
literature, to shine a light on restorative subjects: peace, 
calmness, serenity, slowness, and a lucid look at the state of 
the world.

With a view toward impacting how it might all turn out, and 
with a taste of the 2021 Festival’s “Slow: The Power of Words” 
offering, we present the Dreams and Peace Forum. Echoing 
the UN’s decision to declare 2021 the International Year of 
Peace and Trust, the Forum spotlights the voices of a few 
great and beloved lucid dreamers from various backgrounds. 
Writers, philosophers, students and, most importantly, young 
citizens of the world—these thinkers provide answers to a 
set of 4 pressing questions about the state of the present 
and the potential for the future. Complete with reading 
recommendations for these difficult times.

LES QUESTIONS

1. What are, in your view, the utopian ideas of the 
moment that may become the reality of tomorrow? 

2. If we were to introduce but a single important, even 
radical change to our societies, what would it be? 

3. Where do you find peace in your own life? 

4. Reading: What book changed the way you look at one 
aspect or another of reality? Please provide the name 
of author, title, publisher, and a bief explanation of 
your choice.

www.bluemetropolis.org/dreams/

LITERARY WALKING TOURS
Everyone outside! To savour these lovely days, there’s 
nothing like a Blue Metropolis stroll, nose to the wind. As of 
May 20, 2021, authors, artists and performers await you with 
six surprising literary walking tours.

Four tours to scour Montreal and take in, under a different 
light, its great literary sights, its coffeeshops, its boutiques, 
its neighbourhood bookstores. Then keep going to 
Contrecoeur—and another tour. And finally, follow the back 
roads to Quebec’s terroirs with actors Louise Portal and 
Sylvain Massé, as well as several authors who will make you 
discover the secrets of artisanal distilleries.

/ Montréal shopping & livres
/ Yiddish circuit: Korn, Maze, Zipper, Rosenfarb…
/ Montréal en todo sentido: los colores,  

sonidos y sabores de la belle ville
/ Tensions + intersections : circuit littéraire du village gai
/ Contrecoeur, dans mes yeux, dans mon coeur
/ Les routes littéraires des alcools du terroir

Walk. Unearth. Listen. Read. Dream. Outdoors.
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HOPE TO 
REMEMBER
FROM NOVEMBER 12 TO 15, 2020

Initially planned as part of the 2020 Blue Metropolis 
International Literary Festival, for which in-person 
programming was cancelled in the wake of the COVID-19 
pandemic, Hope to Remember Days have remained as needed 
as ever. The fight against racism and exclusion is indeed a 
lasting struggle faced by our societies. Presented by Blue 
Metropolis, Hope to Remember Days took place during the 

CHRISTIANE TAUBIRA
POLITICIAN
(FRANCE)

WILLIAM GING 
WEE DERE

CHINESE-CANADIAN 
WRITER AND ACTIVIST

(CANADA)

KARINE TUIL
NOVELIST
(FRANCE)

KAMA LA MACKEREL
MULTIDISCIPLINARY 

ARTIST
(MAURITIUS)

BLAISE NDALA 
NOVELIST

(CANADA-CONGO)

CHERYL THOMPSON
ACADEMIC
(CANADA)

www.bluemetropolis.org/hope/

Salon du livre de Montréal, from November 12 to 15, 2020.
In collaboration with several partners mobilizing around these 
social issues, Blue Metropolis is planning rich programming 
that calls on invitees from all over the world, including 
Canadians and Quebecers, and which will present encounters 
and debates as instructive as they are stimulating.
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WHAT THE CHILDREN NEED 
MOST ARE THE THINGS WE 

HAVE TROUBLE GIVING:  
TIME AND ATTENTIVENESS. 

-  CARL HONORÉ

One of Blue Metropolis’s missions is to foster the love of 
writing and reading in young children. Knowing how to 
read and write is a predictor of academic perseverance. It 
stimulates creativity and develops social skills in children. 
The TD-Blue Metropolis Children’s Festival, which now runs 
year-round, reaches children at their local library, bookshop, 
or online. Blue Metropolis also proposes family activities that 
can be done at home or on our social media sites.

MADAME SYLVIE DEMERS 
Senior Vice-President, Quebec Region | TD Canada Trust
Chair, Quebec Market | TD Bank Group

Books have this magical power to lighting up our child’s 
eyes, piquing their curiosity, and encouraging them to learn 
about themselves and to grow. Books allow children to forge 
relationships and connect with others through a shared love 
of reading.

At TD Bank Group, we believe in the importance of education 
in a child’s development, and books provides essential tools 
that open doors onto a future full of opportunity and success. 
We are dedicated to support programs that will allow young 
and old to live with a greater sense of confidence in their 
abilities and to develop to their fullest potential. We are 
happy to work withpartners such as TD Blue Metropolis, who 
offer an environment of learning, support and sharing take 
place for young people.

TD-BLUE METROPOLIS 
FAMILY SPACE
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AN INFORMATIONAL 
CAMPAIGN TO 
PROMOTE READING
/  Since last September, Blue Metropolis 

has run a major advertising campaign 
in traditional and online media to 
publicize our youth content.

/  Thanks to our media partner Le Devoir 
and spots purchased on social media, 
we believe we’ve reached 3.5 million 
people (maximum reach as estimated 
by media outlets based on number of 
printings and web posts).

REVIEW OF YOUTH PROGRAMMING 
IN 2020-2021 
69,893 kids and parents took part in one of the online activities  
of our 2020-2021 Youth Programming.1

84 activities are scheduled throughout the year for the 2021 TD-Blue 
Metropolis Children’s Festival.

Over 300 works by children’s authors are listed on our suggested reading 
lists. Every book can be ordered from an online bookstore to help promote  
the Canadian book industry.

5 Literary Quizzes for the whole family: Astérix, Lucky Luke, Fruits et 
légumes, L’Eau, le fleuve, la mer and Fables, contes et autres classiques.

Mental Health and Literature: 2 new series of podcasts, in both official 
languages, dealing with anxiety in 10- to 15-year-olds, with suggested reading 
on how to broach mental health issues.

11 articles published, or to come, with content highlighting youth literature.2

2 Childcare Theme Days to foster self-esteem and promote social inclusion. 
111 CPEs signed up and 1,110 children were reached during the first theme day. 
The second was held on April 13, 2021.

Online activities for children’s hospitals and special needs schools in 
Montreal and on the South Shore, to mark the 5th anniversary of the series 
Reading to Cure and to Spread Your Wings.

Marine Life series:
New online activities introducing Marine ecology to kids on  
Montreal's South Shore.

More than 10 activities on cultural diversity have been held, and close to  
20 authors and artists from backgrounds of diversity have taken part in 
the 2021 Festival.

Writers from all over Quebec
1  Number of participants: includes viewers (Facebook Live, rebroadcasts, videos posted on YouTube), podcast 

listeners, people who read original material or visited webpages, and children attending events in-person, when 
permitted.

2  Articles and blogs posted on the Foundation’s website, and in conjunction with our partner Le Pollen.
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The pandemic hasn’t slowed us down. Our educational and 
social programs have taken off, digitally, and their impact 
remains high. These programs promote bilingualism and 
academic perseverance, and are based on our core values: 
social inclusion and the fight against prejudice. Here’s a 
quick look at some of the projects we created in 2020-2021. 
Programs that reached 48,198 users (views, podcasts, votes) 
and 88 participants and collaborators. 

IT’S COMPLICATED promotes bilingualism by fusing 
theatre, poetry and digital arts, through an exploration of 
literature and video poetry. Two classrooms, one from the 
Polyvalente de Deux-Montagnes (francophone), the other 
from Beaconsfield High School (anglophone), created video 
poems in their second language on the theme of forbidden 
love. The students worked under the guidance of poet 
Jonathan Lamy, poet and artist Rachel McCrum, and actors 
Charles Buckell and Tara Sky. 

The videos were used into a contest for the general public. 

EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS
THE SECRET IS IN THE SAUCE

Author and journalist, 
Monique Polak, 
crisscrossed Quebec  
with photographer 
Monique Dykstra to 
meet with 21 anglophone 
seniors to collect 
traditional recipes and 
celebratory traditions from 
Indigenous and immigrant 
communities. As the 
seniors present their 
family recipes, they tell 
us a bit about themselves 

and reflect on how knowledge is passed down through the 
generations. The recipes have been brought together in a 
lovely book that was distributed free of charge and officially 
launched in several immigrant communities in Montreal. 
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EXCELLENCE AWARDS 
IN INDIGENOUS STUDIES
The Blue Metropolis Excellence Awards in Indigenous Studies 
are part of an overall initiative to promote and highlight 
Indigenous cultures and values. The initiative includes: the 
First Peoples prize, awarded to an internationally-renowned 
Indigenous author; Indigenous story-telling for children and 
parents; professionals’ day presentations on Indigenous 
publishing; excellence grants for students.

Grants are awarded to two students — one francophone, one 
anglophone — enrolled in a program of Indigenous studies or 
literature, or in an Anthropology program with an indigenous 
studies component. Students who entered the competition in 
2021 were recruited by professors at participating universities. 
The candidates and laureates make a strong case for a better, 
more responsible and inclusive world. You can view their 
videos at: www.bluemetropolis.org/firstpeoplesawards/

We’re pleased to offer them the opportunity to make their 
voices heard.

ONE WORD TO CHANGE THE WORLD: 
GIVING A VOICE TO STUDENTS  
AGED 18 – 30
One word to change the world is a tall order. But in these 
challenging times, amidst economic, political, humanitarian, 
and environmental crises, tall orders might just be the new 
normal.

Doing their part to transform this difficult present into a 
livable future, young student artists, thinkers and leaders 
from Montreal’s anglophone universities, were invited to 
choose a word that packs the potential for transformative 
change—from the community level to a global scale—and to 
speak to the possibilities it holds.

It was a big ask. And we’re thrilled to share their answers at: 
www.bluemetropolis.org/oneword/

TEENS AND MENTAL HEALTH
Our Mental Health & Literature platform has, for several 
years, suggested reading and writing exercises that promote 
well-being. We’ve created a new series of podcasts, based 
on original material by experienced writers and backed by 
a major promotional campaign to get the word out to teens. 
Anxiety and COVID-19 have become endemic, and we feel the 
need to get involved. 

You can learn more about our services for children  
and teens in our annual youth activities report at  
www.bluemetropolis.org/youth-activities-reports/

BIANCA LAUNIÈRE
Université de Montréal
Commented on: Je suis une 
maudite sauvagesse by An 
Antane Kapesh

SPENCER ISAAC
University of New Brunswick
Commented on:  
This Place 150 Years Retold,  
Collective work
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DONORS AND PARTNERS* 

*In kind or cash contribution of more than $500 received between March 1, 2020 and March 1, 2021

THANK YOU ALL OUR PARTNERS! 

$250 TO $999 
Anonyme
Chih-Ying Lay
Clémentine Sarah Sallée 
CSN
David Gawley & Linda Leith 
Delia De Santis
Fasken
Gina Beltran 
Imogen Brian
Jean-François Leduc
Licia Caron
Linda Longo
Louise Ann Maziak
Maria Quintana Silva
Marie-Andrée Lamontagne
McCarty Tetreault
Monique Polak
Murray Abramovitch
Myriam Comtois
Romy Schnaiberg
Susan Van Gelder
Sylvie Dagennais 
Teresa Costa
The Jewish Community Foundation of Montreal 
Zoe Shaw

$1,000 TO $ 999 
Alliance Prevel
Deirdre Stevenson
Dominique Anglade, Députée Saint-Henri-Sainte-Anne 
Stéphane Brochu
Fondation Famille Godin 
Fondation Pierre Desmarais Belvédère
Pierre-André Themens
Rémy Therrien
Rogers Communications Canada inc.
The Hay Foundation
The Phyllis Lambert Foundation

$3,000 TO $4,999
Filaction
Fondation J. A. DeSève
Gabriel Safdie
Mark Gallop
Philippe Bélanger
Port de Montréal
William St-Hilaire

PROGRAMMING 
A voix haute
Apetite for Books
BAnQ
Beaconsfield High School
Bucknell University Press
Cerium
Concordia University 
Congrès Boréal 
Cosmovisiones Indígenas de América 
Dublin Books Festival 
ELAN
Espace de la Diversité
Festival du Premier Roman de Chambéry
Festival Frye Festival
Friends of the McGill Library
Giant Steps Foundation (TBC)
Guernica Editions
Indigenous Voices Award
Le Réseau des bibliothèques publiques de la Ville de Montréal
Les rendez-vous du Premier Roman 
Leslibraires.ca 
Librairie Gallimard
Linda Leith Publishing

GOVERNMENTS 
Gouvernement du Canada
Gouvernement du Québec
Ville de Montréal
Conseil des arts du Canada 
Conseil des arts de Montréal
Consulat général de France à Québec
Consulat d’Israël à Montréal

MEDIA
Fugues
Le Devoir
Le Pollen

Littérature québécoise mobile LQM
Montréal City Mission
Observatoire Québécois des Inégalités
Oxford University Press
Paragraphe Bookstore
PEN
Polyvalente Deux-Montagnes
Quebec Writer’s Federation
Ronda Poetica, Leiria Poetry Festival
Salon du livre de Montréal
Seix Barral
Simon Fraser University
SpokenWeb Project
Tanium Wine
The Jewish Public Library
Toronto Public Library 
Union des écrivains et des écrivaines Québécois
Université de Laval
Université de Montréal
University of New Brunswick
Voltage créations théâtrales 
ZG Stories 

$5,000  TO $9,999 
McGill University
Power Corporation du Canada
The Chadha Family Foundation
The Zeller Family Foundation

$10,000  TO $19,999 
Concordia University
Fondation Lucie et André Chagnon
Ginny Stikeman
The Eric T. Webster Foundation
The R. Howard Webster Foundation

$20,000 TO $80,000 
Anonyme
Groupe Financier Banque TD
The Cole Foundation
The J.W. McConnell Foundation
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THANKS TO THE BLUE METROPOLIS FOUNDATION’S MAJOR PARTNERS WHO SUPPORT THE 2021 FESTIVAL 
AND OUR 2020-2021 EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS


